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Abstract – In this paper, the rate-based congestion control
algorithm that has been standardized in the ATM Forum
is evaluated. Its behavior is analyzed by utilizing a first-
order fluid approximation to provide control parameter tun-
ing. We obtain the maximum queue length at the switch
and conditions for avoiding under-utilization. The results
are then applied to TCP over ABR service class. More spe-
cifically, we evaluate the TCP-level performance through a
simulation technique when TCP is applied to ABR service
class with the rate-based congestion control. We first com-
pare rate-based control of ABR service and EPD applied to
UBR service, and show that rate based congestion control
achieves better fairness and higher throughput in most cir-
cumstances. However, we demonstrate that rate-based con-
trol requires careful tuning of control parameters to obtain
its effectiveness.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the ATM Forum, standardization effort has been devoted
for the rate-based congestion control, which is aimed at be-
ing applied to ABR (Available Bit Rate) service class [1, 2,
3]. The target of the standard is an operation algorithm of
both source and destination end systems, and implement-
ation issues regarding an intermediate node (ATM switch)
is left to manufactures. However, some example behaviors
of intermediate switches are also introduced in the stand-
ard [4]. In the current paper, we focus on the simplest
switch among those, which is referred to as “EFCI bit set-
ting switch” or “binary switch”. In the binary switch, the
congestion is detected by the predefined queue threshold at
the buffer, and if the queue length exceeds some predefined
threshold value, it is recognized as the congestion.

In the standard document [2], several control parameters
are defined for controlling cell transmission at the source
end system. For instance, envelopes of rate-increase and
rate-decrease are controlled byAIR (Additive Increase
Rate) andRDF (Rate Decrease Factor), respectively (see
Section II-A). At a connection establishment process, the
source end system negotiates these control parameters with
the network through P-Vector, which is a predefined set of
control parameters [2]. The network selects an appropriate
P-Vector from the predefined P-Vector sets according to, for
example, an estimated round-trip propagation delay or the
number of active connections.

Effectiveness of the rate-based congestion control is
heavily dependent on an appropriate choice of these con-

trol parameters as indicated in [3]. When these paramet-
ers are configured properly, the rate-based congestion con-
trol can achieve high performance (i.e., no buffer overflow,
high link utilization and small cell delay). However, a se-
lection method of control parameters is not specified in the
standard, and therefore those should be determined intuit-
ively unless a proper tool is offered. In the current paper,
we will show appropriate control parameter set suitable to
various operating environments of the rate-based conges-
tion control through the analysis.

There are a lot of research for the rate-based congestion
control by a simulation technique. However, the simula-
tion technique cannot offer an effective means when it is ap-
plied to parameter tuning. Therefore, in this paper, we take
an analytic approach for determination of control paramet-
ers. In [3, 5], we have shown performance of a rate-based
congestion control algorithm proposed in [4], a former draft
of the standard having been discussed by the ATM Forum.
In this paper, we modify our previous work to the latest
rate-based congestion control standard [2], and show appro-
priate settings of control parameters of the binary switch.
Through the steady state analysis, we will derive two con-
ditions which source control parameters should satisfy; one
is for achieving no buffer overflow at the switch buffer, and
the other is for full link utilization.

For an application of the rate-based congestion control,
we then investigate TCP (Transmission Control Protocol)
layer performance since TCP is one of most popular and im-
portant protocols as Transport layer protocol and is widely
used for today’s Internet. For supporting TCP, we have two
service classes available at the ATM layer: UBR (Unspe-
cified Bit Rate) and ABR service classes. Since the UBR
service class has no means against congestion, it relies on
TCP’s congestion control mechanism when TCP is applied
to the UBR service class (which we will refer to asTCP
over plain UBR in the below). It has been shown in [6]
that this sort of combination cannot provide an effective re-
source usage. A main reason is that if at least one cell of
multiple cells segmented from the upper-layer PDU (Pro-
tocol Data Unit: TCP/IP data packet in this case) is lost,
the entire packet is treated to be lost since the ATM or AAL
layers do not provide the cell retransmission function for er-
ror recovery. Then, the authors in [6] have introduced PPD
(Partial Packet Discard) and EPD (Early Packet Discard)
schemes in the UBR service class. As shown in [6], EPD
can provide considerable throughput improvements when



compared with TCP over plain UBR.
However, we now have a more sophisticated method:

rate-based congestion control mechanism for the ATM
layer. Since EPD can be viewed as UBR service class with a
minor additional function, it must be cheaper than the rate-
based approach in control complexity. However, the EPD’s
applicability is limited to AAL5 due to its inherent struc-
ture. On the other hand, the ABR service class can provide
more general data transfer service at the expense of its con-
trol cost. Its defect is to require several control parameters
and as has been shown in [3], the appropriate choice of the
control parameters is a key issue for the rate-based conges-
tion control to work effectively. While in the standard docu-
ment [2], several parameter sets are provided as a parameter
profile, there are no validation for those parameter sets to be
applicable to the upper layer protocols.

In the current paper, we investigate the performance of
TCP over ABR service by comparing with TCP over plain
UBR and UBR with the EPD scheme (referred to asTCP
over EPD in the below). In Subsection III-B, control para-
meter values of the ABR service are first drawn from the
standard profile in [2], and it will be shown that TCP over
ABR sometimes becomes inferior to other methods due to
inappropriate control parameters. Then, we will apply the
control parameter sets based on the analysis presented in
Subsection II to demonstrate that an appropriate choice of
control parameters can improve the performance of TCP
over ABR in Subsection III-C.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, the parameter tuning method of the rate-based
congestion control mechanism is presented. The analytic
model for the rate-based congestion control is described
with definition of parameters, and the behaviors of source
and destination end systems and the switch is summar-
ized in Subsection II-A. In Subsection II-B, we derive the
dynamical behavior of the cell transmission rate of each
source end system and the queue length at the switch buf-
fer. Tuning of control parameters to take the advantage of
the rate-based control are then presented in Subsection II-
C. In Section III, we will introduce the simulation model,
and then provide the comparative performance evaluation
of TCP over plain UBR, TCP over UBR with EPD (TCP
over EPD), and TCP over ABR. Parameter tuning of the
rate-based control scheme is then applied to TCP over ABR.
Section IV concludes our paper with some future research
topics.

II. PARAMETER TUNING OF RATE-BASED
CONGESTION CONTROL MECHANISM

A. ANALYTIC MODEL
Our analytic model consists of homogeneous traffic sources
and a single bottleneck ATM link as shown in Fig. 1. The
number of active connections that share the bottleneck link
is denoted byNVC . The bandwidth of the bottleneck link
is denoted byBW , and propagation delays between the
source and the switch, and between the switch and the des-
tination are denoted by�sx and �xd, respectively. These
parameters are varied according to the network configur-
ation (LAN, MAN, or WAN). The round-trip propagation
delay between source and destination end systems is de-
noted by��� ��sx � ��xd�. We further introduce�xds��

��xd � �sx� as the propagation delay of congestion indica-
tion from the switch to source end systems via destination
end systems. Propagation delays�sx and�xd are assumed
to be identical for all of source and destination pairs.

In the analysis, it is also assumed that each source end
system has infinite cells to transmit. Namely, the permit-
ted cell rateACR (Allowed Cell Rate) is always equal to
the actual cell transmission rateCCR (Current Cell Rate).
Furthermore, by assuming that they all start cell transmis-
sion simultaneously with same rate-control parameters, all
of connections behave identically in our model.
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Fig. 1: Analytic Model.

At the switch, congestion occurrence is detected by high
and low threshold values associated with the queue length
of the buffer. These threshold values are denoted byQH
andQL, respectively. When the queue length exceeds the
high threshold valueQH , the switch detects congestion and
notifies it to the source end system via the destination end
system by marking the EFCI (Explicit Forward Congestion
Indication) bit in the data cells, or by marking the CI (Con-
gestion Indication) bit in the forward RM (Resource Man-
agement) cells. After then, when the queue length goes un-
der the low threshold valueQL, it is regarded that its con-
gestion is terminated. The EFCI bit in data cells or the CI bit
in forward RM cells is then cleared to indicate congestion
relief to source end systems via the destination end system.
This sort of switch operation is often referred to as an EFCI
bit marking switch, or simply as a binary switch [3]. As de-
scribed in the above, we will first assume infinite buffer ca-
pacity in Section II-B to examine the steady state behavior.
We will then consider the finite case in order to obtain the
condition for no buffer overflow in Section II-C.

Behavior of end systems are currently developed in the
ATM Forum, and its draft is specified in [2]. Each source
end system periodically generates forward RM cells in pro-
portion to its rate; it sends one forward RM cell perNRM
data cells. As soon as the receipt of the forward RM cell,
the corresponding destination end system sends it back as
the backward RM cell to the source end system. Allowed
cell rateACR of the source end system is changed in re-
sponse to backward RM cells. When it receives the CI bit
cleared cell, rate increase is performed as

ACR� min�ACR�AIRNRM � PCR��

wherePCR (Peak Cell Rate) is the maximum rate for this
connection negotiated at its establishment, andAIR (Ad-



ditive Increase Rate) is the ratio for proportional rate in-
crease. The CI bit marked cell decreasesACR as

ACR� max�ACR�ACRNRM�RDF�MCR��

whereMCR (Minimum Cell Rate) is the minimum rate (or
guaranteed rate) for this connection but in usual caseMCR
may be set to zero.RDF (Rate Decrease Factor) is a ratio
for exponential rate decrease.

In the following analysis, forward RM cells are not expli-
citly considered; congestion indication is performed by the
EFCI bit of data cells. However, forward RM cells can eas-
ily be taken into account by replacingBW in our analysis
byBW � as

BW � � BWNRM��NRM � ���

When cell queueing takes place at the buffer, the rate at
which source end system receives backward RM cells will
be bounded byBW��NVC NRM �. Otherwise it is identical
to the cell transmission rate of the source end system. Thus
we require an analytical treatment different from the one
presented in [7] where the rate change is performed on a
timer basis [3].

B. DYNAMICAL BEHAVIORS
We first introduceACR�t� andQ�t�which represent the al-
lowed cell rateACR of each source and the queue length at
the switch observed at timet. In what follows, evolutions
of ACR�t� andQ�t� are analyzed by modifying our previ-
ous analysis presented in [5]. In those papers, behaviors of
source and destination end systems are based on [4], which
is one of the rate-based congestion control algorithm pro-
posals. In the current paper, the analysis is modified to re-
flect the latest standard algorithm described in [2], and is
summarized in the below.

Evolutions of ACR�t� and Q�t� have periodicity in
steady state as shown in Fig. 2. The behaviors ofACR�t�
andQ�t� are divided into four phases. We further introduce
ACRi�t� andQi�t�, which are defined as

ACRi�t� � ACR�t� ti��� � � t � ti�

Qi�t� � Q�t� ti��� � � t � ti�

whereti is defined as the time when Phasei terminates.
Furthermore the length of Phasei is represented byti���i
defined asti���i � ti � ti��.
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Fig. 2: Pictorial View ofACR�t� andQ�t�.

Due to space limitation, we omit the detailed derivation
of ACRi�t�, and show only results. See [8] for more pre-
cise treatment.
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The evolution ofACR�t� andQ�t� is finally obtained
by determining the initial valueACRi��� and the duration
between two phasesti�i��. Given initial rates of Phasei,
Qi�t� is obtained as

Qi�t� � (2)

max�Qi��sx� �

Z t

�sx

�NVC ACR�x� �sx�� BW �dx� ���

and its durationti���i is defined as

ti���i �

��
�

Q��

� �QL� � �xds i � �
min�Q��

� �QH� � �xds� Q
��
� ��� � �xds� i � �� �

ACR��
� �BW�NVC� � � i � �

whereACR��

i �t� andQ��

i �t� are defined as inverse func-
tions ofACRi�t� andQi�t�, respectively. Refer to [8] for
more details of these derivations.

C. PARAMETER TUNING
In this section, we show appropriate settings of control
parameters at source end systems (such asAIR andRDF )
and threshold values at the switch (QH andQL) by utiliz-
ing our analysis presented in Section II-B. For this purpose,
we first obtain two conditions: conditions for avoiding buf-
fer overflow and for full link utilization in steady state.

1) Condition for Avoiding Buffer Overflow:
In Section II-B, the dynamical behavior ofQ�t� is derived
by assuming the infinite capacity of the cell buffer at the
switch. However, its size is limited because of cost or tech-
nology limitation in real implementation, which results in
the cell loss at the switch buffer. The purpose of this sub-
section is therefore to derive the condition for avoiding buf-
fer overflow. To this end, we first derive the maximum
queue length in steady state in closed-form, which should
be bounded by the buffer size for assuring no cell loss.

Let us introduceQmax for the maximum queue length in
steady state. While it is possible to obtainQmax by util-
izing the analysis presented in Section II-B, it requires an
iterative calculation as has been noted. We therefore de-
rive a more tractable condition instead. It is based on the
following observation. When the increase/decrease rate be-
comes large,Q�t� is likely to oscillate to a large extent, i.e.,
the amplitude ofQ�t� becomes large. Then, as the max-
imum ofQ�t� becomes larger, the minimum ofQ�t� finally
reaches zero. Inversely, the maximum queue length can be
bounded by assuming that the minimum of the queue length
Q�t� reaches zero. As can be observed in Fig. 2,Q�t� starts
growing at the end of Phase 3, that is, at the time�sx after
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Fig. 3: Pictorial View ofACR�t� andQ�t�.

from when aggregate cell rate (ACRNVC) exceeds the bot-
tleneck link bandwidthBW . Namely, in our analysis, ini-
tial values ofACR�t� andQ�t� are set as follows.

ACR��� � BW�NVC (3)

Q��sx� � � (4)

Evolutions ofACR�t� and Q�t� are then obtained for
Phase 3 followed by Phases 4 and 1. As shown in Fig. 3,
Q�t� reaches its maximum in Phase 1, after�sx from when
ACR is decreased toBW�NVC . HenceQmax is obtained
as

Qmax � Q��tmax��

wheretmax is the time whenQ�t� reaches its maximum in
Phase 1 and obtained as

tmax � t� �ACR��

� �BW�NVC� � �sx�

Note thatQ������ Q��t��� is required for obtainingQ��t�
as the initial value, andQ���� andt� can be obtained from
Eqs. (1), (2), (3) and (4). To simplify the following analysis,
Phase 3 is not taken into account; that is, Eqs. (3) and (4) is
used as the initial values of Phase 4. Finally,Qmax is ob-
tained in the closed-form equation as

Qmax � QH �RDF

r
�AIRNVC QH

BW

�RDF NVC log

�
� �

�AIRQH

BW

�
�
��AIRBW

�

��
�p

�AIRBW QH �AIRRDF NVC

�
�

The condition for avoiding buffer overflow is finally ob-
tained as

BL � Qmax� (5)

whereBL denotes the buffer size at the switch. As stated
before,Qmax takes a smaller value ifQ�t� is always greater
than zero. (Actually, we will derive such a condition in the
next subsection since the case where the queue length occa-
sionally becomes zero implies to not fully utilize the output
link.) Hence, Eq. (5) is a strict condition for control para-
meters to achieve no cell loss.

2) Condition for Full Link Utilization:
The bottleneck link is fully utilized when the buffer at the
switch never becomes empty. In other words, full link util-
ization is achieved when the following condition is satis-
fied.

Qmin � �� (6)

whereQmin is the minimum queue length in steady state.
As explained before, evolution ofQ�t� has a periodicity
in steady state.Q�t� takes its minimum at the beginning
of Phase 2, that is, after�sx from whenACR reaches
BW�NVC . Thus initial values ofACR�t� andQ�t� are de-
cided as follows.

ACR��� � BW�NVC

Q��sx� � Qmin (7)

Similar to the approach taken in Subsection II-C.1, evolu-
tions ofACR�t� andQ�t� are obtained from Phase 1 fol-
lowed by Phases 2, 1, and 2.Q�t� takes again its minimum
(Qmin) during Phase 2. HenceQmin should satisfy the fol-
lowing equation.

Qmin � Q��tmin�� (8)

wheretmin is the time whenQ�t� reaches its minimum in
Phase 2, and obtained as

tmin � t� �ACR��

� �BW�NVC� � �sx�

Sincet� and initial valuesACR���� andQ���� depends on
Qmin, iterative calculation is required to findQmin.

The optimum set of source and switch control paramet-
ers exists in the region where both of Eqs. (5) and (6) are
satisfied. However, in some condition like extremely large
propagation delays, it becomes impossible to satisfy both
conditions as will be shown in the next section.

III. APPLICATION TO TCP OVER ABR
In this section, we apply the results obtained in the previous
section to TCP over ABR service class.

A. SIMULATION MODEL
We have added the TCP layer on ATM layer in Fig. 1. In the
ATM layer of each source end system, cells segmented from
the upper layer PDU (TCP packet with IP and AAL5 over-
head) are transmitted to the switch. The actual cell emission
rate may be limited by the TCP window size, and by the rate
of ABR when congestion occurs. As soon as the destina-
tion end system receives cells, these cells are reassembled
into the packet, and then passed to the TCP layer. Corrup-
ted packets are discarded if at least one cell of the packet
is lost. Finally, the TCP ACK (Acknowledgment) packet
is returned to the source end system in order to inform the
latest number of the successfully received packet.

For comparison purposes, we conduct the simulation ex-
periments for UBR and EPD in addition to ABR for the
ATM layer.

1. Plain UBR
No congestion control mechanism is provided at both
of the switch and end systems. When the cell buffer
at the switch becomes full, all incoming cells are dis-
carded.



2. EPD mechanism [6]
In EPD, when at least one cell of the packet is lost, it
would be impossible to reassemble the packet at the
destination end system. Therefore, to avoid the waste
of bandwidth by transferring incomplete packets, EPD
discards all cells of the newly arriving packet when
the queue length at the switch buffer exceeds some
threshold value. Following [6], we set the threshold at
half the buffer size in simulation.

For TCP, we have implemented 4.3-Tahoe BSD re-
lease [9, 10]. We have also implemented the fast retransmit
procedure [9] to discover the possible packet loss quickly.
As suggested in [6], the clock granularity for measuring
the round-trip time is set to 0.1 ms to avoid the coarse-
grained clock. Furthermore, the random traffic is added to
the switch to avoid the traffic phase effect of TCP [6]. The
mean arrival rate of such traffic is set at 1% of the link ca-
pacity. The TCP sender continues to send the fixed-size
packet (or segment) as long as the window size is allowed.
We assume that IP is irrelevant and it only determines the
size of the packet as in [6]. In addition, the processing time
of TCP is assumed to be neglected. This assumption may be
unrealistic since the processing overhead affects perform-
ance. Nevertheless, we assume zero processing time for in-
vestigating our objective, i.e., potential capabilities of the
above-mentioned congestion control mechanisms for sup-
porting high speed data transfer.

B. COMPARATIVE EVALUATION
In this subsection, we provide comparative results for TCP
over UBR, TCP over EPD and TCP over ABR in terms of
the throughput and the fairness among connections. The
run time of each simulation experiment is 50 s, which is
reasonably long to obtain steady state statistics. The start
time of connections are staggered by 1 ms:i th connec-
tion starts its packet transmission at�i � �� ms to avoid
the traffic phase effect as in [6]. The TCP packet size is
set to 4,352 byte. It corresponds to about 90 ATM cells in-
cluding overheads of IP and AAL5. In this section, control
parameter values for the ABR service are fixed based on the
standard profile [2];
� NRM : 32
� PCR (Peak Cell Rate): 353.2 cells/msec
� MCR (Minimum Cell Rate):PCR/1000
� AIRF (� AIRNRM�PCR): 1/64
� RDFF (� RDF�NRM ): 16
� ICR (Initial Cell Rate):PCR���

Parameter tuning for improving the performance will be
presented in the next subsection.

In what follows, we first compare the performance of
three methods mainly in terms of the effective throughput,
which is defined as the total numbers of successfully trans-
mitted packets (i.e., the sum of latest sequence number of
the received acknowledgments at sources) in cells normal-
ized by the link capacity.

1) Comparisons of Effective Throughput:
The first result in Fig. 4 shows the effective throughput
and the number of lost packets during the simulation run
dependent on the buffer size. The round-trip propagation
delay between sources and destinations,� , is set at 0.02 ms,
approximately 4 km. The number of connections,NVC , is

set to 10. We note that the similar result can be found in
[6] for TCP over UBR and TCP over EPD cases. From the
figure, we can see the effectiveness of TCP over ABR irre-
spective of the buffer size.
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Fig. 5: Comparisons of effective throughput among three
methods as a function of buffer size:� � ��� ms,NVC �
��.

When the propagation delay becomes
much larger, however, the order of the performance gain in
three methods is reversed. The case of 2.0 ms propagation
delay is shown in Fig. 5. The throughput of EPD and UBR
cases are slightly decreased, but throughput degradation of
ABR is drastically except the case of the large buffer size.
In UBR and EPD, the congestion management relies on the
TCP layer. Thus, the effect of the propagation delay is not
so large if our concern is the throughput.

The longer propagation delay degrades performance of
ABR, which can be observed by comparing Figs. 4 and
5. In the current paper, we use the binary switch for the
rate-based congestion control. The long propagation delay
causes control delay on congestion occurrence. Then, the
rate decrease at the source end systems is also delayed.
It introduces a long congestion period, which is one of
main problems of the rate-based congestion control al-
gorithm [5]. When the packets are corrupted due to cell
losses during the long congestion period, the time out at the
TCP layer tends to occur frequently. Then, the TCP win-
dow size is decreased to one segment according to its con-
gestion control strategy. If the cell losses take place con-



tinuously for some time, window sizes of all TCP connec-
tions are decreased. It is just the ABR case with inappro-
priate control parameter settings. In the case of EPD, on the
other hand, such a case can be avoided. Once a packet is ac-
cepted at the buffer, the whole packet consisting of multiple
cells can be transfered onto the output link. This mechan-
ism can assure the randomness of packet dropping to some
extent, and the packet loss is likely to be detected by the first
retransmit policy, which avoids the throughput degradation.

Last, we illustrate the effect of the number of connec-
tions on the effective throughput in Fig. 6. The propaga-
tion delays,� , are set to 0.02 ms (Fig. 6(a)) and 2.0 ms
(Fig. 6(b)), and the buffer size is 300 Kbyte. When the
propagation delay is small (0.02 ms), the high through-
put can be kept even with the larger number of connec-
tions in both of ABR and EPD. On the other hand, when
the propagation delay becomes large, the throughput is de-
graded by the larger number of connections in ABR. It is
another problem of ABR that the maximum queue length is
increased almost linearly by the number of connections [5].
Then, cell losses and resulting packet losses are increased
in the case of ABR. The parameter tuning of ABR in this
case will be also discussed in the next subsection.

2) Fairness Comparison:
We next examine a fairness aspect in terms of throughput.
In Fig. 7, we present the number of successfully transmitted
packets for each connection as a function of time in ABR
and EPD. The propagation delay and the buffer size are set
to 0.02 ms and 300 Kbyte, respectively. From this figure,
we can see an excellent fairness property of ABR. An ex-
ception is observed during very early time of simulation
since the connection with the larger number experiences the
larger round trip time at the start up time. Then the increase
of the TCP window size is delayed. On the other hand, in
the case of EPD, the fairness cannot be provided; a close
glance exhibits that only a limited number of connections
transmit packets at time. See, for example, around 300 ms
in Fig. 7(a). One connection transmits about 40 packets dur-
ing 10 ms while other connections does only a few pack-
ets. This tendency can be explained as follows. In EPD,
when the queue length exceeds the threshold, the newly ar-
riving packets are blocked as long as the cells belonging to
the same accepted packet arrive. After the EOP cell arrives,
another newly arriving packet can be accepted. The prob-
lem is that such a new packet (actually the first cell of the
packet) is likely to come from the same connection. That
is, the link tends to be possessed by the limited connections
for some time.

The next figure shows the case of the larger propagation
delay, 2.0 ms (Fig. 8). While the degree of fairness among
connections is not very different from the previous case in
EPD, it is degraded in ABR. This indicates that the large
propagation delay heavily affects the behavior of ABR in
throughput as well as in the fairness. The fairness among
connections in ABR can be further improved, which will be
presented in the next subsection.

C. PARAMETER TUNING FOR TCP OVER ABR
In the previous subsection, we have shown that the ABR
service can provide an effective use of the bandwidth com-
pared with EPD and UBR except the cases of (1) the small

buffer size, (2) the large number of connections and (3) the
large propagation delay. As will be shown in the below,
performance degradation of ABR is mostly caused by in-
appropriate setting of control parameters. We then modify
the control parameters by applying two conditions obtained
in the previous section. Those imply opposite directions re-
gardingRDF andAIR. Then, there exist cases where no
control parameter set is met for the above conditions. Such
a case occurs when the propagation delay is large as will be
shown in the below.

1) Effective Throughput:
Our first investigation is to improve the effective through-
put. We then show that as a side effect, the fairness among
connections can also be improved. We examine the values
of increase and decrease rates ofACR under the condition
that the propagation delay can be estimated a priori, which
is implemented by the ABR service [2].

We first use 300 Kbyte as large buffer size, and the
propagation delay is set to 2.0 ms. In this case, we have
the following parameters for satisfying two conditions:
AIRF � ����	 andRDFF � �. AIRF is set to be
large compared with the previous case. The throughput is
increased from 0.9178 (Fig. 5(a)) to 0.9588. The reason is
that the corresponding number of lost packets is decreased
to 0 from 8,464. Furthermore, the fairness, which has not
been achieved in the case without tuning, can be improved.
In Fig. 9, we show the time dependent behavior of the queue
length at the switch buffer and the number of successfully
transmitted packets. Compare with Fig. 8 for EPD and ABR
without parameter tuning.
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Fig. 9: Time dependent behavior of ABR with parameter
tuning: � � ��� ms,NVC � ��, buffer size = 300 Kbyte.

One problem is that we could not find the parameters
which satisfy both conditions in the case of the small buf-
fer size (10 Kbyte). Allowing “under utilization”, but in-
hibiting the cell loss leads to parametersAIRF � ���
�
andRDFF � �. The result was that while the number of
lost packets is decreased to 1,163 from 62,953, the through-
put was unexpectedly decreased to 0.435 from 0.458. (EPD
achieved the throughput of 0.853 in Fig. 5(a).) One favor-
able point is that it can achieve the fairness among connec-
tions as shown in Fig. 10. In the figure, the case of EPD
is also shown for comparison purpose. We next change the
parameters so that the condition of no under utilization is
fulfilled, but the cell loss is allowed. By this settings, we
expect the ability of TCP packet retransmissions to improve
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Fig. 6: Comparisons of EPD and ABR methods as a function of the number of connectionsNVC : buffer size� ��� Kbyte.
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(a) EPD.
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(b) ABR.

Fig. 7: The number of successfully transmitted packets as a function of time:� � ���� ms,NVC � ��, buffer size� ���
Kbyte.

the performance. If we use parametersAIRF � ���
� and
RDFF � �, the throughput is improved to 0.542 at the ex-
pense of the fairness degree as shown in Fig. 11.

The last experiment in this subsection is parameter tun-
ing dependent on the number of connectionsNVC . As has
been shown in Fig. 6(b), the throughput of ABR is degraded
by the larger number of connections when we use fixed
values of control parameters. However, it can be avoided.
For example, whenNVC � ��, the parameters should be
AIRF � ����	 andRDFF � � for the case of 2.0 ms
propagation delay and 300 Kbyte buffer size. That is, the
total increase rate is reduced. Then, the throughput is dra-
matically improved from 0.740 (Fig. 6(b)) to 0.995, which
outperforms even the EPD case (0.931). The reason is that
the number of lost packets is decreased from 34,862 to only
59 during simulation run.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have analyzed the rate-based congestion
control by utilizing a first-order fluid approximation. We
have also derived appropriate settings of control parameters
— including source end system parameters and switch para-
meters — in order to fulfill two objectives: no buffer over-
flow at the switch and full link utilization of the bottleneck
link. The source end system negotiates with the network at
connection establishment time. Those includesNRM ,AIR
andRDF in a form of P-Vector as well asICR,XRM . The
latter two parameters are necessary for initial cell transmis-
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Fig. 11: The number of successfully transmitted packets
as a function of time in ABR with parameter tuning:� �
��� ms,NVC � ��, buffer size� �� Kbyte,AIRF �
���
� andRDFF � �.

sion. We have already examined the necessary conditions
that those parameters should fulfill [8] while it is not in-
cluded in the current paper due to space limitation.

Furthermore, we have investigated performance of three
methods: TCP over UBR, TCP over EPD and TCP over
ABR. Through simulation experiments, we have shown
that TCP over ABR can outperform the other two meth-
ods if the control parameters of rate-based congestion con-
trol algorithm are chosen carefully. While the duality prob-
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(a) EPD.
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Fig. 8: The number of successfully transmitted packets as a function of time:� � ��� ms,NVC � ��, buffer size� ���
Kbyte.
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Fig. 10: The number of successfully transmitted packets as a function of time in EPD and ABR:� � ��� ms,NVC � ��,
buffer size� �� Kbyte. ABR usesAIRF � ���
� andRDFF � �.

lem of two congestion control mechanisms was observed
in some parameter settings, we have also shown that it can
be avoided when we can choose control parameters appro-
priately. Other simulation experiments including investig-
ations on the initial packet transmission have already been
available in [11].

For future works, we should evaluate models that mul-
tiple switches exist in the network, and/or that each connec-
tion have a different propagation delay as a more realistic
model.
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